2023 Provost's Teaching & Learning Grant Application Form: Massive Open Online Course

The Office of the Provost invites faculty to apply for funding to support innovative teaching and learning projects. Seven funding opportunities are available; click the name below to go to a description of the opportunity and view the questions that will be asked on the application:

- Innovative Course Design Grant
- Innovative Course Module Design Grant
- Interdisciplinary Teaching Initiatives (ITI) Grant
- Large-Scale Teaching & Learning Grant
- Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Grant
- Emerging Technology Grant
- SOLER Seed Grant

The deadline to submit proposals is Monday, May 1, 2023, at 5:00 P.M.

What funding source are you applying for?

- Innovative Course Design Grant
- Innovative Course Module Design Grant
- Interdisciplinary Teaching Initiatives (ITI) Grant
- Large-Scale Teaching & Learning Grant
- Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Grant
- Emerging Technology Grant
- SOLER Seed Grant

Click the arrow button to proceed to the application.
**Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Grant**

Courses offered through MOOC platforms have the potential to reach large and global audiences, to stimulate curiosity and intellectual exploration, to make more visible the teaching and research activities of the University, and to promote public engagement. Awards are up to $25,000 plus in-kind CTL support.

What is the name of the principle investigator (PI) who will act as the primary contact for this grant application?

________________________________________________________________

What is the UNI of the primary contact PI?

________________________________________________________________

What is the title of the primary contact PI?

________________________________________________________________

What is the department of the primary contact PI?

________________________________________________________________

What is the school of the primary contact PI?

________________________________________________________________

Please list additional PIs, including their names, titles, and UNIs:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Please enter the full **title** of your proposal:

________________________________________________________________

Please enter the **budget** requested in your proposal:

________________________________________________________________

Does your proposed project include the application of generative artificial intelligence tools to enhance teaching and learning?

- Yes (1)
- No (2)

Is the proposed MOOC based on an existing course or will the project create a new course?

- New
- Existing

If previously existing, what is the **course name and number**?

________________________________________________________________
What is your role in your department, school, or program, with respect to the project?

_________________________________________

Upload your documents.
Attach your proposal with combined letter of support from your department chair or vice dean as one PDF.

Click the arrow button below to submit your completed application.